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Why compose?

teer-produced free monthly journal for non-commercial
creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming

djll and others

events, we publish articles and reviews about local
music and the people who create it. We talk about a
wide range of modern music, including: experimental,
improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art. Each month, 1000
copies of the Transbay are mailed to individuals and
hand-delivered to over 45 performance venues and
public locations throughout the Bay Area. Pick one up
at the next show you attend!
Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive and
growing. Please send checks [payable to “Transbay
Music Calendar”] to: Transbay Accounting, 545 Valle
Vista #4, Oakland, CA 94610.

sponsored in part by

AMOEBA
Music

Please visit our web site or contact us directly for more
information about getting your FREE subscription,

2455 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley
1855 Haight Street, San Francisco

submitting content, listing an event, advertising, viewing
archives, or volunteering.
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Tom Djll:
Brian Ferneyhough composes music
that’s so densely complex and difficult to play,
it’s often purposefully beyond the technical
grasp of the players.
An improvisor’s goal quite often sets up a
similar problem: suddenly a situation arises in
which the music demands a technique (or conceptual solution) that the player has never
before attempted, and at which s/he may
very well fail.
My question is, how can one improvise
in such a way as to gain the advantages of
longer-term solutions that a composition reliably provides (if it’s good, that is), and still
incorporate the failures that inevitably ensue?
In other words, how do you stay on track to a
wider goal, that you don’t yet see? How do
you see or hear a wider goal, without losing
touch with “the moment?”
Tildy Bayar:
If I understand the question correctly, my
suggestion is: Use a guiding idea as a
“score.”
My favorite one of these of mine, for a
group in college, was “Begin with an ending;
then play backward to its beginning.”
Jon Leidecker:
this is a pretty basic situation being
described, the answer might be equally subjective to the point of being worthless as a
shared statement
matt ingalls:
ok i will immediately not address your
questions and bring up some of my own
thoughts.
i still subscribe to the idea that improvisation is mostly a compositional issue, not one
of performance. the “technique” that you are
talking about is an issue of performance. i
would agree that new complexity technique is
something different than traditional instrumental technique, but i think it is relatively the
same whether its arditti playing ferneyhough
or king ubu orchestra improvising.
also,
when people think improvisation they are
usually thinking group composition [collaborative composition] and when they think composition they assume “solo” composition. and
i think there is a BIG difference between “col-

Blevin Blectum: mad, mad metermaid.
TRAFFICA, at Black Box Series, 10.7.03

laborative” and “solo” composition — an
interesting experiment would be to have composer-performers collaboratively compose a
chamber piece out of real-time, where each
person only writes their own part, perhaps
doing the composition in stages, say 15 seconds at a time, every segment is put together
so everyone can see[hear] previous segments
fully before going on with next — sort of an
exquisite corpse thingy. at the end could give
a concert comparing that to a free improv.
we actually have a bunch of ideas like
this for this new sfSoundSeries that we hope to
present soon — -some ideas:
new complexity vs. improvisation —
a concert of ferneyhough, finnissy and free
improv [ fff! ]
“twice removed” — new compositions
and arrangements of them
“thrice removed” — perform a fully

notated composition [perhaps famous composer], and arrangement/transcription of the
composition, and an improvisation based on
the composition.
and in general we want to have a number of concerts that have complete range of
new music from new complexity to free
improv.
Phillip Greenlief:
In order to find these “advantages”
you’re talking about, I think you have to practice improvising with a group. In the Wind
Trio of Alphaville, and in other groups I play
in, we rehearse improvising as well as
rehearsing compositions.
What you can learn from rehearsing
improvisation is: 1) How to listen to any particular ensemble; 2) Ways to respond to the
sounds in your group that work (i.e. produce
music you enjoy playing on a variety of aesthetic levels, produce music that isn’t predictable, etc.); 3) How the sounds of the instruments in any given group can exist “inside
each other”; 4) Discover different ways that
any particular combination of instruments can
create and release tension, create pulse, create dynamic shifts, create pure sound collages, deal with the venomous nectar of
melody, play in contrast to one another, etc.
In the case of the WToA, it took time for
Raskin and Gelb and I just to get into a space
where we could play in tune (whether we
were using use tones with clear fundamentals,
or semitones, multiphonics etc.), with respect
to those particular instruments of ours…and it
took time for us to feel free playing with the
shakuhachi,
which
is
a
unique
instrument…our tendency at first was to mostly play quietly (so as not to drown out the
shakuhachi) but we were able to build on
that, and I think it also enabled Gelb to develop a larger sound…Now Raskin and I can
choose to play under, alongside or over the
top of Gelb’s dynamic range…after playing a
few years together, a group that started with
a somewhat limited dynamic range, we can
function on a wide range of dynamics….
Playing together over time also creates
trust, which strengthens improvised music. I
think David Slusser once wrote about us that
one of us could throw out a “gambit” (I really
think this is the way he put it), and the others
could respond in unexpected ways. I think it
takes time to learn ways to create new ways
of responding to the specific sounds and
continued on page 2
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media of a specific group, and rehearsing
(and obviously, performing) is the key to discovering ways of interaction that can lead to
new sonic vistas.
There are many folks that just bring
“what they do” to any given musical format
and simply “do what they do”, regardless of
the sonic environment. I don’t really find this
practice especially useful for what I want to
achieve in music. It seems to me that the point
of playing with different musicians and ensembles is that different (or unique) groupings will
bring something new out of your playing in
any given setting.
This is not to say that this process cannot
be achieved in a live setting without rehearsal, (but it takes longer and asks our audiences
to attend to more than a fair share of tedium),
and that I am somehow against loving the
slow process of developing “mistakes,” “boredom” (and the yummy tensions that arises
from them), and other inevitable snares that
musicians that follow the “only improvisation”
format will fall into. The question was, however, what are ways you can overcome those
traps without paying exclusive lip service to
composition.
Myles Boisen:
For those that want to pursue goals, I say
“practice, listen, and critique.” For those that
don’t want to deal with goals or separation
from the moment, I say “practice, listen, and
critique.”
Djll again:
I suppose that, in retrospect, my original
question may seem simple-minded, and perhaps some of the respondents were too polite
not to come right out and say so, although it
looks like a couple came close. And I further
suppose that the debate (if that’s what it is) on
the relative merits of composition and improvisation has no final bar; it’ll go on as long as
anybody cares to keep riffing on it. Myles’
recommendation is one to keep.
In the meantime, examples on both sides
come up which deserve comment. One recent
one was at 21 Grand on October 17, as
German reed-monster Frank Gratkowski
sat in with the Wind Trio of Alphaville (see
above; Philip Gelb was not part of the set I
describe here). Greenlief offered an interesting
composition called The Empty Room, which
featured the composer and Gratkowski on
clarinets, weaving long strands of close intervals together while Raskin built elaborate sand
castles on top, piping on sopranino sax.
Greenlief’s piece was like a series of rooms of
varying sizes and emptinesses. The clarinets
wandered; they came back inside; they
ducked in a closet; finally returning to the first
room by the end. Raskin’s sopranino offered a
close-yet-distinct timbral/textural contrast.
Lodged in the middle of a set that featured a
lot of saxophones filling the room with improv
jabberwocky, Greelief’s Empty Room offered a
serene respite, ringing out as clear as a zen bell.

Satan, Oscillate My Metallic Sonatas:
John Shiurba’s 5X5R

Great
Improvised
Music from the
Bay Area (with
double bass)
Part 2
Damon Smith

Connah-Guberman-Robair-Boisen-Shiurba: John Shiurba’s 5X5R at Black Box Series, 10.21.03
djll-metalhead

John Shiurba composes music of gesture.
He uses melody to express himself the way
Neapolitans use their hands to prove a point.
You can practically see the lines appear in the
air, and clouds of nerve and heat gather
around the voids left behind. In his acousticslanted bands, the melodic devices are geeky
and atonal, full of wide leaps and spasmodic
rhythms, devoid of harmonic or stylistic reference. But, with his plugged-in crews—Spezza
Rotto and 5X5R—Shiurba seems to hear a different muse, one that speaks in rounder syllables, with hints of various American accents:
Punk, Surfer, Hillbilly, Hipster, Evangelist.
So it’s all the better when that voice is
amplified and conducted with monster-truck
whomps and slashes, punctuated with bellows
and shrieks, and bruised by fuzz and feedback beyond the point of recognition. The
gestures get pumped up with steroids. The
lines get long; they holler and wail and take
to the road, rattling the ears like Harley
tailpipes. With Gino Robair and Morgan
Guberman (drums & bass) pummeling the
rhythmic shit out of them, the tunes practically
fly off the stage, screaming to get away from
these hellions. And these 5X5R tunes are so
righteous, so succinct and clearly stated, the
improvisations that bridge them (5X5R performances are uninterrupted suites) come off
as blurred and noodly. Only towards the end
of the set, after a smokingly brisk surf-parody,
does an impromptu interlude take firm shape,
first in the wacked hands of Graham Connah,
whooshing out white-noisy wedges, and then
at the urging of Robair, who takes it upon himself to lead the rhythm in a series of gutwrenching cues while Shiurba and Myles
Boisen (guitars) play ten-string scrabble.
A great night for the East Bay electric
demons. Finally, Oakland gets its own heavy
metal punk-funk-jazz-improv-junk-surf band!
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the_space_between + matthew sperry 428 music
Philip Gelb/Pauline Oliveros/Dana Reason
This is third cd in a series of
the_space_between’s meetings with great
bass players.
I will start by saying that I think
the_space_between cd with barre phillips
may very well be the masterpiece of bay area
improvised music, and it is just one of the best
improvised music cds anywhere. Also, Barre
and Joëlle Leandre are not only two of the
finest double bass players ever, but two of the
finest artist who have ever played the double
bass. Placing matthew in this series puts him
next to these two. It would be dishonest ( and
would greatly offend Matthew!) to pretend he
was playing bass on their level at 30 (this cd
is from 1999), However, even listening with a
critical ear, his artistry at that point was certainly on par with them, his technical level
extremely high, and his contribution to this
series is fantastic. subtly shading the music
with beautiful upper register bowing, other
times bringing in his dark low “c” (his bass
had a low “c” extension, made for playing
Beethoven in the orchestra). In much the same
way he could make an argument feel like a
discussion, he was able to bring on his fantastic prepared bass ideas make them blend
seamlessly. His sensitivity and virtuosity make
his playing stand up just fine next to the master bass players in this series.
all four musicians lines build up in space
until the whole thing is sizzling like a spacious
but busy Cy Twombly canvas. Pauline’s “Deep
Listening” idea has often been misread to
mean “not playing” in many cases, she has as
much energy and as many ideas and any
great musician, she just has a more considered way of placing them, which is actually
very in tune with many current ideas improvised music. The fact that Matthew’s untimely
passing at 34 this year left behind a too small
discography makes this cd important , but it is
just great music so get it for that reason. the
bonus is the proceeds go to Matthew's family, but great music is great music. the cd starts
with more recent trio piece without Matthew,
but I won’t spoil the amazing ending...

the_space_between + Joëlle Leandre
428 music
Philip Gelb/Pauline Oliveros/Dana Reason
Philip Gelb has an amazing sense for
putting together interesting chamber groups.
As i said before this trio is one of his finest
projects. This recording made last year with
the french bass genius joëlle leandre has a
sense of two concepts negotiating for space in
the music. Because of the high level of musicianship on all parts, it makes for a great listen as well. Joëlle’s playing has weight to it.
Despite being well know for “new music”, her
work has the strength and intensity of the free
jazz and hardcore european improv she has
been involved in for decades. even her more
minimal ideas have a dramatic power that
reflects her long collaboration with the italian composer Giacinto Scelsi. her work
involves the elemental power of the instrument. recorded less than two weeks after the
passing of her close friend peter kowald, her
playing seems to have more of his free jazz
pulse than usual. While this is the busier of the
three tsb+ cds, “deep listening” and the timbres of the instruments makes for fantastic layers of music, allowing the music of the trio and
the music of the bass player to be presented
together. Where Matthew weaves easily into
the fabric of the_space_between’s music, kind
of presenting that music as a quartet, joëlle
demands an equal place in the music, resulting in more of a “new” quartet made up of 4
distinct voices. both are approaches are
equally compelling and make for a fascinating listen back to back. I would say owning
the series is a must for a clear picture of
recorded bay area new music.
“tempted to smile” Spool line 20
Fred Frith/Joëlle Leandre/Jonathan Segal
This is a fantastic, interactive trio session.
The same basic line up as the string trio of NY,
except Jonathan plays some guitar as well as
violin. It would have been great to get Fred to
double on violin as well. It was a great idea
to bring these two master musicians together i
have never heard either Fred or Joëlle play
less than great. Jonathan is best know for his
pop-ish alternative band “Camper Van
Beethoven” whose quirky, mostly acoustic
music + their collaborations with Eugene
Chadbourne (camper van chadbourne),
made Jonathan’s transition to playing “new
music” perfectly smooth. He is great on this
cd, he brings strong ideas and takes equal
part in the music, while leaving enough space
to bring out the monumental, historic meeting
of Frith and Leandre.
I feel it is important for the bay area to
continue a dialog with international musicians. I would have bought and loved these
four cds wherever the musicians were from.
damon smith 9/2003
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November Concert Listing
PLEASE GO TO WWW.TRANSBAYCALENDAR.ORG FOR DETAILS ABOUT THESE EVENTS, PLUS UPDATES AND SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Sat 11/1 8:00 PM $5-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th Street BART
Oakland]
Katabatik Compilation CD Release Party - Nommo Ogo/Polar/Pangenitor
the Manic 1 Man Band /T.o.p.a.a.p.o.b.w.a.i.i/Dimentia/Luna C &
Robotanist

Sat 11/1 8:00 PM Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero West Oakland]

Mon 11/10 8:00 PM $10 Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero West Oakland]
Jazz In Flight presents Conference Call with Gebhard Ullmann

Thu 11/13 8:00 PM $6-10 LSG @ 509 Cultural Center [509 Ellis (btwn Hyde
& Leavenworth)]
Anaphylactic

The Art Ensemble of Chicago
Thu 11/13 8:00 PM free CCRMA [Campbell Recital Hall, Stanford]
Sat 11/1 8:30 PM $5-10 Artists Television Access [996 Valencia @ 21st]
EPIC[abridged] performs live soundtracks to super8 monster flicks. Plus a
screening of M Bava's Planet of the Vampires!

Sun 11/2 8:00 PM $6-$10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th Street
BART Oakland]
Percussion solos: Michael Evans & Karen Stackpole
Quintet: Philip Gelb, Pauline Oliveros, Fred Frith, Shoko Hikage,
Toyoji Tomita

Tue 11/4 8:00 PM $7 The Oakland Box Theater [1928 Telegraph Avenue
Oakland]

Contrabass virtuoso Stefano Scodanibbio performs Estrada, Ferneyhough,
and Sciarrino

Sun 11/16 7:30 PM $10/8 Berkeley Art Center [1275 Walnut Berkeley]
The Cornelius Cardew Choir performs experimental choral works in its third
anniversay concert

Sun 11/16 8:15 PM free ACME Observatory at The Jazz House [3192
Adeline Berkeley]
Music of Anthony Braxton by Triaxium West

Michael Evans and Faun Fables
Tue 11/18 8:00 PM FREE strictly Ballroom [CCRMA Stanford]
Wed 11/5 8:00 PM $6-$10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th Street
BART Oakland]
Triple D "plugged" : Aurora Josephson - Voice; Jacob Lindsay - Ab, Bb, Bass
and Contrabass Clarinets; Damon Smith - Double Bass; Scott R. Looney Electronics; Dave Slusser - Electronics and Saxophones

Wed 11/5 8:00 PM free CCRMA [Knoll Ballroom, 660 Lomita Drive,
Stanford]

installation, film, and video works

Thu 11/20 8:00 PM $6-10 LSG @ 509 Cultural Center [509 Ellis (btwn Hyde
& Leavenworth)]
Pax Recordings CD Release show... MARINA LAZZARA solo vocals and electric guitar

Composer Jeffrey Stolet presents work from Future Music Oregon
Sat 11/22 8:00 PM $12 Mills College (C.Hall) [5000 MacArthur Oakland]
Thu 11/6 8:00 PM $6-10 LSG @ 509 Cultural Center [509 Ellis (btwn Hyde
& Leavenworth)]
Beth Lisick with Eli Crews | Jesse Quattro and Joseph Zitt with Andre
Custodio | Aurora Rising with Xopher Davidson

Fri 11/7 7:00 PM 15 CELLSpace [2050 Bryant Street, SF, CA, 94110]

Annie Gosfield with cellist Joan Jeanrenaud and The ROVA Saxophone
Quartet.

Sun 11/23 8:00 PM $10 Community Music Center [544 Capp SF]
sfSoundSeries: Mark Menzies and Matt Ingalls perform
Nono/Boulez/Jones/others

Som'ma in Concert! - Persian Underground Experiment!

Fri 11/7 8:00 PM $10 Meridian Gallery [545 Sutter Street SF]
Brenda Hutchinson - long tube instrument

Sat 11/8 9:00 PM $6-$10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th Street BART
Oakland]
Pamela Z Solo Concert with Special Guest, Butoh Dancer, Kinji Hayashi

Mon 11/10 8:00 PM Yerba Buena Center for the Arts [700 Howard @ 3rd
SF]
SFCMP: Dong, Saariaho, Lindberg

Mon 11/24 7:30 PM FREE Mills College Ensemble Room [5000 MacArthur
Blvd. Oakland]
Carsten Seiffarth, free-lance producer and curator from Berlin, discusses the
current Sound Art scene in Germany with a special emphasis on gallery concepts and exhibitions.

Wed 11/26 8:00 PM $5-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th Street
BART Oakland]
Opera Viva presents "Noh Body" - a neo-dada topless impropera in two
acts. Aurora Josephson and Bob Marsh, voice; Jacob Lindsay, clarinets; Scott
R. Looney, electronics.
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A Lighter Shade of Metal:
Karen Stackpole’s Gong Show
Oakland Box Theatre, Black Box Series 10.21.03
I’ll go hear Karen Stackpole and her wall of gongs just about every chance
I get. A sonic treat like this doesn’t come around often enough (although she is
playing next month at Acme). She’s assembled a collection of Paiste gongs
that’s simply world-class. Stackpole has traveled all the way to the Paiste factory in Switzerland to personally select her metal. The set-up on the Black Box
stage surrounded Stackpole with three double-decker racks suspending six
large gongs behind her, miscellaneous percussion in front, and more gongs and
little instruments on the floor. And this was by no means her entire kit. Her
approach, thus caged, is
not an athletic, heavily
rhythmic one: she can’t
move around a lot, even if
that were her inclination.
Says she, “Gongs and resonance are the calling.”
This reverence for reverberance makes for a
music of dreamy sensualism, floating in and out: It’s
percussion that isn’t percussive. Her subsequent
impromptu with Gino
Robair threw this factor
into high relief. Catch the
November 2 percussion
show at 21 Grand for a
rare chance to experience
the Gongwoman (and
stay for the awesome
Quintet assembled by
Phil Gelb, second set)!!!
— djll
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